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A4 Doctor's Leisure
The hobbies and pastimes which doctors employ

to pass their spare moments and hours must be
legion. We all know of the Medical Art Exhibition
and those of us who have seen the work of our
colleagues realize the amount of skill, time and
enthusiasm they must have put into their hobby.
We still read in the papers that the grouse-
shooting season has started; in the past many of
the more successful members of the profession
journeyed north to the moors-few can afford
such a pastime today.
An activity which occupies the spare time of

most doctors today is that of looking after his
house and home. He returns from a busy day's
work to find that his new job, a combination of
officers' mess orderly, children's nurse and odd-
job man, is about to begin. Many young and
recently married doctors find- that this type of
activity fills in nearly all their spare time. In
spite of this, doctors succeed in doing a very great
deal outside medicine.
There were three registered medical prac-

titioners amongst the members of the successful

team which climbed Everest and it is rare for a
British Olympic team to be without its medical
members. The number of doctors who are
authors is fairly large, but here success often means
that the hobby becomes the real work and medical
practice merely the hobby.

Later in life a doctor must decide what he is
going to do when he retires, and here the impor-
tant thing is not to have too much leisure. A most
satisfactory retirement which often brings happi-
ness is to revert to a primitive type of human
activity and become a peasant cultivator. The
man who spends his retirement cultivating a plot
of land is usually very happy, and if he has a
pension he need not be too energetic. Another
method is to hold on as long as one can to one's
professional work and contacts; this, if successful,
usually produces a happy result, but few are
successful. Some take on a new and different
job; one doctor recently retired, took a law degree
and has started work. But the most usual thing
to do after retirement is to live in some quiet
place peopled by retired folk and to live and relax
with them in happiness and contentment.
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